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 Okay.  We’re gonna finish up our discussion of the Sun today.  We’ve been talking 

about the structure of the Sun, talking about what the surface looks like, what the 

atmosphere looks like.  I wanted to mention a couple of things about the history of the Sun 

that we’ve found out by modeling out.  Since we now have a pretty good understanding of 

its structure, of its composition, how it works at the surface and down below, we can 

actually build fairly good models for the interior of the Sun and we can calculate how it’s 

slowly changing. 

 For example, I mentioned already that the interior of the Sun down near the center 

would not have the same composition as the surface.  When the Sun first formed, it was 

probably about 97, 98 percent hydrogen and helium and only 2 or 3 percent of all the 

other elements.  But at the center there’s been fusion reactions going on for four and a 

half billion years, so a lot of that hydrogen has turned into helium. 

 Well, we can model how the Sun will change as that hydrogen turns into helium.  

So we can actually calculate the amount of hydrogen that turns into helium over a certain 

period of time and then see how the structure at the center of the Sun will change as a 

result of that.  Now, you might say, “Well, how do we know much hydrogen is turning into 

helium?”  We can see that at the surface.  The sunlight coming out is the result of fusion 

reactions going on at the center.  And so the amount of energy being given off at the 

surface of the Sun to a first approximation is the amount being produced at the center by 

fusion reactions. 

 As long as we assume that the Sun has pretty much been in balance — in other 

words, it’s giving off as much energy as it produces — it shouldn’t change.  It should pretty 
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much stay the same for a fairly long period of time.  So if we assume that it’s more or less 

been staying the same for a long period of time, we can calculate how the interior would 

slowly change and how that would affect the surface, what we would see as the Sun, over 

that long period of time. 

 When we do those calculations, what we realize is that the Sun has not stayed 

exactly the same for the last four and a half billion years.  When we calculate what the Sun 

would look like with 97 or 98 percent hydrogen and helium at the center with most of it 

being hydrogen, we get a slightly different Sun from when we calculate what it should look 

like when half of that hydrogen has been turned into helium.  Because that’s gonna 

change the internal structure of the Sun. 

 And what we find is that over the last four and a half billion years the Sun has 

gotten a little bit larger.  It has swelled up a little bit.  When you do calculations of what the 

model would look like — you calculate a  model of the Sun — what it would be like from the 

center all the way to the surface, and you put in the composition, if it’s got a lot of 

hydrogen at the center it’s actually gonna be a slightly smaller star.  Not much different in 

temperature, pretty close to the same temperature, but a smaller star. 

 And so we can see that billions of years ago the Sun would actually have been a 

little fainter than it is today.  And so we would’ve had less sunlight hitting the Earth than we 

have today.  And so we realize that over geological time, the Sun has not been perfectly 

constant.  And so any model we have of how the Earth has changed over the three or four 

billion years that life has been on the Earth and the Earth’s been around and things have 

been happening, we have to take into account that the Sun back four billion years ago 
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was really not as bright as it is today.  We also have to concern ourselves with the fact that 

in the future it’s not going to stay exactly the same as it is today. 

 For example, it’s been getting bigger and that’s gonna continue.  So that in the 

future we will have a Sun that is a little bit larger in the sky and still about the same 

temperature.  But if you’ve got more Sun there, even at the same temperature, that’s 

gonna heat up the Earth even more.  And when astronomers do these calculations and all 

they’re doing is changing that internal amount of hydrogen into helium, you get a slowly 

changing Sun that is slowly increasing in its size over millions and millions of years.  

Which means that more and more energy is coming out from it over long periods of time. 

 That means the Earth is going to heat up more and more, so astronomers got 

curious as to when are things gonna really go bad on the Earth.  If it’s slowly warming up, 

how long will it be before the temperature gets hot enough that, for example, the oceans 

begin to boil and we start to look like Venus?  Well, turns out that it’s a couple of billion 

years away so don’t worry yourself about it.  It’s not gonna happen any time soon. 

 But the Earth will not stay the same forever because the Sun will not stay the same 

forever.  It’s slowly changing and at some point those changes are gonna become fairly 

negative and are gonna heat the Earth up.  It’s gonna heat the other planets, too.  Mercury 

is gonna feel it, Venus is gonna feel it, and the Earth and Mars are gonna feel it, but it’s a 

very slow change.  It’s not something that’s gonna happen overnight.  It’s just the slow 

shift in what’s happening inside the Sun that affects what it looks like on the outside. 

 What we’re interested in more today is the immediate effects of the Sun on the 

Earth.  What happens next week or next year, or when the sunspot cycle suddenly 
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changes?  Maybe we have another Maunder Minimum.  That would be more something 

we should worry about because that’s a small change in the Sun that seems to have a 

major effect on the climate of the Earth. 

 I have a video to show you that shows the kinds of things that can happen next 

week.  Not necessarily in the next 100 years because of the sunspot cycle, but what could 

happen next week because of the present sunspot cycle we’re in.  And so we are tied to 

the Sun.  If it changes, we’re gonna change. If it hiccups, we’re gonna get a problem.  And 

so this video will show you what happens when the Sun hiccups. 

* * * 

VIDEO 

This is our star the Sun, a firmer nuclear work of art.  An atomic blast furnace of 

super heated gas.  Its mass generates the gravitational force holding the entire 

solar system together.  Actually, astronomically speaking, our Sun is a bit below 

average.  Compared to other stars in the universe, our Sun is below average in 

size and temperature.  In fact, it’s called a yellow dwarf.  But even though it’s 

considered small, you can fit more than one million Earths inside it.And though it’s 

not as hot as many of the brighter stars in the universe, the Sun’s corona — that’s 

the super heated gas above its surface — is about 2 million degrees Centigrade.  

That’s about 3 million degrees Fahrenheit. 

Most likely the only time you think about the Sun’s effects is when you put on 

sunscreen to protect your skin from the Sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays.  But the Sun 

is bombarding Earth with more than just light and heat.  The Sun is a very turbulent, 
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violent, and ever-changing star, constantly blowing off material in all directions.  

We call this material the solar wind.  The Sun produces storms like sunspots and 

flares that are many times the size of the Earth.  The Sun can act like a 

cosmic shotgun blasting billions of tons of charged material out into the solar 

system.  These events can have a profound effect on our environment here on 

Earth. 

Solar storms can affect our lives in ways you may not expect.  Take, for example, 

an event that occurred on March 14th, 1989.  At 2:45 a.m., the power was cut off to 

6 million people living in eastern Canada for 9 hours.  This blackout caused 

millions of dollars of damage to power line systems and electrical equipment.  And 

just think of the chaos.  Traffic lights didn’t work causing widespread traffic jams.  

People couldn’t watch TV, play video games or listen to CS’s.  And think about 

those who had to endure more serious and even life -threatening problems.  

Trapped in elevators and surgery rooms. 

So what happens?  We know that hurricanes can tear up homes and power lines, 

and many of us have experienced thunderstorms where lightning has knocked out 

power to our homes.  The cause of this blackout lies some 150 million kilometers 

from the Earth.  Yes, the Sun.  This blackout was caused by an explosive event on 

the Sun called a coronal mass ejection.  This particular coronal mass ejection 

blasted billions of tons of electrically charged particles directly at Earth, inducing 

huge electrical charges.  This electrical activity can damage our power distribution 

systems. 
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This view from a satellite instrument on the Solar and Heliaspark Observatory, or 

SOHO for short, shows charged material called plasma spewing from the Sun in all 

directions.  The paddle shape blocks the bright direct sunlight from the camera, 

allowing it to view the Sun’s corona.  This creates a virtual eclipse and that white 

circle in the center represents the Sun’s size. 

When the Sun has a coronal mass ejection, millions of tons of electrically charged 

material is blasted off into space at tremendous speeds.  This one won’t hit us.  It’s 

going off to the side.  This one came right at us. 

As the Sun becomes more active, the explosions become much more common.  

Most of the time the Earth is not in the way of these clouds as they come out from 

the Sun.  But sometimes the Earth does get in the way and then you wind up with 

satellite damage, communications problems, and even electrical blackouts. 

Scientists at NASA and other institutions around the world study the Sun very 

closely.   They want to learn more about why the Sun acts as it does and especially 

how these solar storms affect the Earth.  We need this information to help us 

protect sensitive equipment like satellites and power systems.  We have a lot to 

learn, but what we’ve discovered so far is very exciting. 

For instance, we know the Sun has an 11-year cycle.  The number of storms on the 

Sun increase and decrease during this cycle.  At what scientists call solar minimum, 

the Sun is relatively quiet.  There are few storms and few sunspots.  As the Sun 

approaches its active peak, called the solar maximum, solar activity increases.  At 

solar maximum there are more sunspots, more storms and more flares.  It’s here at 
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solar maximum that our chances of being hit by a coronal mass ejection increase 

dramatically.  The next solar maximum will occur around the years 2000 and 2001. 

The Earth is about 150 million kilometers or about 93 million miles away from the 

Sun.  It takes light about 8-1/2 minutes to travel that distance.  So the sunlight you 

see right now actually left the Sun 8-1/2 minutes ago.   

If you were able to ride the space shuttle to the Sun, traveling is about 5 kilometers 

per second.  It would take more than 11 months to get there, almost an entire year.  

When the Sun blasts this plasma into space, it rockets at speeds greater than 450 

kilometers per second.  That’s more than a million miles per hour.  It’s traveling so 

fast that it takes about 3 days for this plasma to reach Earth.  And this stuff isn’t like 

waste.  Several billion tons of plasma are shot out in these explosions. 

The good news is that as this material races through space it spreads out.  And by 

the time it reaches Earth, only a fraction of the Sun’s plasma impacts the Earth’s 

magnetosphere.  But if you were to gather up all of the plasma that impacts the 

Earth’s atmosphere from one of these coronal mass ejections and put it on a scale, 

it would equal the weight of a large mountain.  The impact of these charged 

particles contorts the Earth’s magnetosphere, squeezing it, stretching it and 

snapping it back, sometimes very violently.   

This computer model of a real plasma impact shows how the magnetosphere 

reacts to this pounding.  It was during this very event that the communication 

satellite called TELSTAR 401 died.  This star stuff is electrically charged.  

Scientists call it plasma. 
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 When this billion ton cloud of plasma slams into the Earth, some of the 

charged particles flow into the polar regions along visible lines of magnetic force.  

The Earth’s field is shaped very much like a bar magnet.  And when these particles 

impact the atmosphere, we call them the Northern and Southern Lights. 

This plasma then spirals into funnel-like areas of the magnetosphere called polar 

cusps.  And as the rest of the magnetosphere stretches and snaps, it accelerates 

plasma already trapped by the Earth.  As these charged particles rain into the 

ionosphere and upper atmosphere above the poles, they release tremendous 

amounts of energy as they react with the gases in the Earth’s atmosphere. 

This chemical reaction gives those living in northern and southern latitudes an eery 

light show called the Aurora Borealis or Aurora Australes.  It’s quite spectacular.  

The aurora can have many colors.  And depending on the severity of the storm, it 

can be seen at night in the northern United States. 

One of the many satellites exploring the interaction between the Sun and the Earth 

is called Polar.  The Polar satellite watches the aurora from space.  But as we 

mentioned earlier, these particles have effects that aren’t so beautiful. 

Electricity and magnetism are very closely related.  The connections between 

magnetism and electricity were discovered in 1820 when Hans Christian Austin 

found that a wire carrying an electrical current deflects the needle of a magnetic 

compass.  This demonstrates that a magnetic field is created around the wire when 

carrying an electrical current. 

Eleven years later in 1831, Michael Farraday discovered that the opposite is also 
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true.  He found that it’s possible to produce an electrical current by changing the 

magnetic field around a conductor.  So when the Earth’s magnetic field is pushed 

and pulled by this onslaught of solar plasma, it creates huge power fluctuations.  

These fluctuations can affect power lines, overloading and damaging power 

transformers, tripping circuit breakers and causing anything from flickering lights to 

widespread and potentially dangerous power outages. 

Solar storms cause static interference and interrupt the transmission of radio 

signals.  Solar storms also interfere with television and telephone signals.  These 

storms can affect airplane and ship navigation.  And believe it or not, solar storms 

can cause pipelines to corrode much faster than normal.  The Alaskan Oil Pipeline 

workers must take special measures to insure that this corrosion does not occur. 

It’s important to note that since the infamous blackout of 1989, technology has 

advanced tremendously.  Computers have gotten smaller and faster, and there are 

almost 100 million more people using cellular phones today than in 1989.  And 

we’ve come to rely heavily on satellites, very complex and expensive satellites.  

We rely on satellites for television, long-distance telephone calls, bank 

transactions, weather forecasting, global positioning, research defense, and much 

more. 

Solar storms can damage orbiting satellites in a variety of ways.  Satellites can 

become confused during a solar storm.  These storms cause satellites to descent 

in their orbit or even reenter Earth’s atmosphere prematurely.  And, as the 

magnetosphere gets pushed and pulled by the impact of solar plasma, massive 
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electrical charges are generated in space where satellites orbit the Earth.  This can 

cause a huge electrical charge to build up on the outer surface of satellites.  It’s 

very much like static electricity.  If this electrical charge discharges inside the 

satellite, it can cripple or destroy it. 

And what about the men and women astronauts working in space?  The 

construction of the international space station requires more space walks than all 

previous space walks combined.  These men and women will be working outside 

the protective cover of the space shuttle and the space station for 4 to 6 hours at a 

time.  They could be in grave danger if caught unaware by a solar sto rm.  Not only 

must astronauts be concerned about the buildup of electrical charges, but solar 

storms bring a lot of harmful radiation with them. 

So now that we are well on our way to the next solar maximum with more satellites 

and a greater reliance on technology than ever before, what can we do?  Just as 

mankind is unable to control hurricanes, we are equally powerless against the 

solar storms sent our way by the Sun.  We can, however, strive to predict, track 

and prepare for these onslaughts in much the same way we do with hurricanes. 

A new satellite will help scientists do just that, __________. 

With the power of millions of atomic bombs going off every second, solar storms 

have a great deal of energy.  And as that energy sweeps towards the Earth, there’s 

nothing we can do to stop it.  What we can do, though, is with satellites like Image 

in the magnetosphere.  We can understand how the effect of the solar storms 

sweeping towards the Earth will affect the magnetosphere and the Earth and we 
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can also then determine and predict what kinds of effects they’ll have so we can 

take protective measures against them. 

The Image satellite will be lifted to orbit on a Delta rocket similar to this one in 

January of 2000.  Soon thereafter, the Image satellite will be sending information 

about the Sun back to earthbound scientists at Southwest Research Institute and 

other laboratories.  The data will be analyzed to determine if and when solar 

storms might hit the Earth.  If a storm appears to be imminent, a warning will be 

issued to all of the interested customers. 

Solar storm forecasting will help us take precautionary steps to protect our 

sensitive equipment.  Satellite operations can put that spacecraft into a safe mode 

to ride out the storm.  Power companies can ready a plan to switch to other power 

sources if their system goes down and astronauts can be warned in advance to get 

back inside if a storm is coming. 

Satellites like Image will be our eyes in space.  They will help us better understand 

this connection between the Sun and the Earth.  They will give scientists and 

forecasters the information they need to alert the public to impending solar storms.  

Even with this advanced warning and a greater understanding of the Sun, we 

should remember that solar storms are like hurricanes.  We can track them and 

prepare for their arrival, but we are powerless to prevent or control them. 

* * * 

END OF VIDEO 

 Any questions about that video? 
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 [Inaudible student response] 

 A solar maximum?  We’re in the middle of it right now.  I mentioned that the other 

day.  Uh-hm? 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 I think they’ve been happening about once a week lately. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 Most of the time, as you saw in that video, they go off to the side somewhere.  You 

know, there’s a lot of space around the Sun and we’re in only one direction.  So most of 

those injections go off in various other directions, but every once in awhile one of ‘em 

comes straight at us.  So I’d say, you know, one out of ten we actually have to worry about.  

But that’s still quite a few, you know.  Maybe once a month we have something happen. 

 [Inaudible student response] 

 What percentage of the material?  A small percentage.  Because that stuff coming 

out is like a big cloud, as you saw in the pictures.  And when that cloud goes by, some of 

that material gets trapped in the magnetic field.  A lot of it just goes on by.  And so the 

small amount that gets trapped in the magnetic field then becomes part of the Earth’s 

environment for awhile, becomes part of the Van Allen radiation belts, those particles that 

are going around outside the Earth’s atmosphere.  And some of it does rain down into the 

Earth’s atmosphere near the poles or elsewhere.  So we’re picking up material but not an 

awful lot of it.  I’d say only a  small percentage.  I wouldn’t be able to tell you exactly what 

percent, but a fairly small percentage of it. 

 Okay.  I want to finish our discussion of the Sun by going back pretty much to what 
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we started out talking about with the Sun and that is the nuc lear fusion reactions.  We’ve 

been talking about these nuclear fusion reactions sort of in a theoretical way.  We know 

that fusion reactions can occur because we do have hydrogen bombs so we know the 

physics of the fusion reactions.  We know what temperatures are required.  We know 

those fusion reactions occur.  And we can calculate that they would be occurring inside 

the Sun. 

 But astronomers would like to know for sure that it’s happening.  It’s one thing to do 

all the calculations, but it would be another to actually make the measurements.  So if 

there was some way to actually measure fusion reactions that are occurring in the Sun — 

let’s say right now — it would be really nice to do an experiment to measure those fusion 

reactions and say, “Aha.  Just as we calculated, this number of fusion reactions are 

occurring.”  So it’s always better than just theorizing it.  It’s always nicer to make those 

observations. 

 Well, there is a way.  It turns out that theoretical physicists have actually figured out 

a way to measure the fusion reactions that are occurring in the Sun.  Let’s go back to 

those original fusion reactions.  What we have here is the drawing showing the fusion 

reactions of hydrogen into helium.  And you should be familiar with this one already since 

we’ve already talked about it.  But there was one particle I kind of ignored.  I really didn’t 

mention it at all.  You’ll notice during this first fusion reaction, when two hydrogen nuclei 

collide, one of them breaks apart into a neutron and a positive electron.  And I mentioned 

that we got the energy from the positive electrons so that’s where the gamma ray comes 

from.  It collides with a negative electron and turns into a gamma ray. 
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 But if you look carefully at this drawing, there’s actually another particle that comes 

out from that collision.  You’ve got the positive electron and you’ve got this little thing with 

the Greek letter Nu.  It’s a neutrino.  Now, this particle was originally theorized by 

physicists. Nobody had ever measured it, nobody had ever seen one or even thought 

about one.  But when they did the calculation as to how these fusion reactions would 

occur and the amount of energy that would come out from the collision, things didn’t add 

up.  There was something missing.  The amount of energy and mass going in did not 

equal the amount of mass and energy coming out. 

 Unless they hypothesized that there was another particle in this reaction that 

wasn’t being observed.  This little thing coming out in the opposite direction from the 

positive electron, which was named a neutrino first of all because it’s neutral.  It has no 

charge so it’s like the neutron in that way, but it’s a much smaller particle.  And so if you’ve 

already used the term neutron for a neutral particle, and at the time this work was being 

done many of the physicists studying it were Italian, so their natural reaction was to call it 

a neutrino.  And so that because the official name for this theoretical particle that 

nobody’d actually ever measured or seen or thought about. 

 But something was missing in these reactions that was taken care of if they 

invented this particle.  So this particle was invented back in the 1930s and it was literally, 

as I said, invented to make the equations come out right, to make the energy in/energy 

out work on these nuclear reactions.  And so it was just there.  There was this particle that 

nobody had seen that, you know, maybe we’d see and maybe we wouldn’t.  But by the 

1950s, physicists were a little concerned.  They didn’t like just inventing particles that they 
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then never saw or never heard about, and they decided there must be a way to actually 

measure these things to determine that they really exist.  And so by the 1960s they were 

building neutrino detectors, something that would be able to detect the existence of one of 

these particles — or actually a lot of ‘em — to prove that they really existed. 

 Now, how do you detect this particle?  First of all, let me give you the properties of 

this particle.  It’s neutral, no charge.  It almost does not inte ract with matter.  When one of 

these neutrinos is formed at the center of the Sun during a nuclear reaction, that neutrino 

leaves the Sun immediately.  Remember I mentioned that the gamma rays take a million 

years to work their way up to the surface?  Not the neutrinos.  The neutrinos literally leave 

the Sun at about the speed of light, go right out of the Sun and never hit anything.  Talk 

about a particle that’s a ghost.  These particles can form right down at the center, go 

through the entire Sun, never hit an atom or a nucleus, and just go right out into space and 

disappear at the speed of light. 

 There should be a lot of them being formed.  There are tons of material being 

changed by these nuclear reactions every second.  There should be billions of these 

neutrinos coming out of the Sun all the time.  They’re flying out of the Sun as we speak.  

They’re going through you as we speak.  The reason is, they never hit anything.  That they 

can go all the way out of the Sun and never hit an atom.  The chances of one of them 

hitting an atom going through you are pretty small. 

 So they’re going by all the time.  Well, we theorize they’re going by all the time, but 

we have no way to deal with them.  We don’t know that they’re real — at least not 

according to -- you know, the theory is just that they’re there.  And so physicists really 
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wanted to measure these things to prove that they existed.  But how do you figure out a 

way of measuring something that goes right through your measuring instrument and 

never does anything?   

 Well, it turns out that they don’t always miss everything.  Most of the neutrinos 

coming out of the Sun come right out and never hit any particles, but a few of them do.  It’s 

just that the chances are pretty small.  And when you do detailed calculations, you realize 

that every once in awhile a neutrino will hit a particle, but mainly nuclei of particles.  So, for 

example, neutrinos are going through you all the time.  That’s what I’m theorizing, okay, 

from the Sun. 

 Every once in awhile, maybe once in your lifetime, one of these neutrinos will make 

a dead center hit on one nucleus in your body.  In other words, it won’t just go through the 

atom and totally be missed; it’ll hit the nucleus of an atom straight on.  When that happens, 

it could change the nucleus.  Because these particles are nuclear particles.  They come 

from fusion reactions.  They can cause fusion reactions.  So if they have a dead hit on a 

nucleus, they can actually change the nucleus. 

 And so when physicists realized this after detailed calculations, they started 

calculating whether there were enough of these collisions that they could actually 

measure them.  And they figured out that there were.  They just had to have a very large 

detector.  The bigger the detector, the more chance that something on the detector is 

gonna get hit.  And so the first neutrino detector was an enormous detector, bigger than 

this room.  It was a big tank filled with dry cleaning fluid.  I know you think, “Dry cleaning 

fluid.  What does that have to do with detecting neutrinos?”  Well, what the physicists had 
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worked out was that when one of these neutrinos hits a nucleus, it will change it into a 

different kind of nucleus.  And if you want to detect it, you have to choose your nuclei 

carefully so that what gets changed is observable. 

 And they realized that chlorine, if it ever gets hit by a neutrino, turns into argon.  

Chlorine is in dry cleaning fluid.  Most of the dry cleaning fluid has chlorine in it.  So they 

realized they had a cheap detector source.  They could buy dry cleaning fluid 

commercially in large quantities ‘cause it was commercially available and it had chlorine 

atoms in it, and it was chlorine atoms they wanted to have these neutrinos hit.  And every 

once in awhile one of these chlorine nuclei would be changed into an argon atom. 

 Well, chlorine in dry cleaning fluid is in a liquid.  It’s part of a liquid.  But argon is a 

gas.  So if an argon atom forms in a big tank of dry cleaning fluid, it will bubble out of the 

liquid because it’s a gas.  And so the physicists realized that they look for these argon 

atoms bubbling out of the liquid and that would be evidence that neutrinos were changing 

the chlorine into argon.  Wild idea, but it worked. 

 The only trick was lots of other things can do that, too.  Cosmic rays coming from 

space can hit chlorine atoms and turn ‘em into argon.  So if I put that experiment in this 

room, I put a big tank of chlorine in this tank, sure, I’m gonna get measurements but it’s 

not gonna be from neutrinos.  It’s gonna be from cosmic rays.  So physicists had to figure 

out, “How do we keep the cosmic rays from hitting this tank so that we’re actually 

measuring neutrinos?” 

 Well, cosmic rays can’t go very far into the ground.  They hit everything.  So they 

would hit the ground and the nuclei on the ground, so they wouldn’t get very far.  So 
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physicists put all their neutrino detectors underground, down in mines half a mile 

underground.  And so they put this neutrino detector way down in a mine in South Dakota, 

in Lead, South Dakota.  There’s a mine there.  Way down in the mine they put this 

detector so that cosmic rays and other things couldn’t get to it. 

 The only particles that could get through half a mile of earth would be neutrinos 

because they go through everything.  And they began making these measurements in the 

1960s and they continued ‘em in the ‘70s and the ‘80s and the ‘90s.  They got to where 

they were really good at pulling the argon out of the chlorine.  They were really good at 

measuring every argon atom they found.  They had this experiment nailed down perfectly 

except for one minor problem.  The number of neutrinos they detected was always less 

than they expected. 

 What do I mean?  Well, we have a certain number of fusion reactions occurring in 

the Sun.  I told you we can calculate how many because we can see how much sunlight is 

coming out and we say, “Okay.  That’s the number of reactions at the center that have to 

be occurring to produce that amount of energy.”  So you can calculate exactly how many 

fusion reactions should be occurring at the center of the Sun to get the sunlight out that 

we measure. 

 So we have a number.  We know how many of these neutrinos are coming out of 

the Sun — or at least should be -- how many would go through the Earth.  We’re a small 

target but some percentage will go through the Earth.  And, of those that go through the 

Earth, how many will go through my detector.  It’s just geometry.  You’re just calculating 

how many you’re gonna get. 
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 And they always got about a third of what they expected to get.  Here are the 

measurements over many, many years.  This is almost 20 years worth of measurements.  

Now, it’s kind of a complicated drawing here, but I think you can see the basic parts of it.  

Starts in 1970, goes to 1988 — so that’s 18 years of measurements.  They measure how 

many neutrinos actually were measured per month.  This is how many they expect from 

theory — up here.  This is the average of the observations. 

 Now, notice the observations are noisy.  We’re counting very small numbers of 

neutrinos here so there’s some error in the count.  Just because, you know, it’s a very 

difficult measurement.  But you do it month after month, year after year, you’re gonna get 

an average.  And notice the average is way down here and the theory is way up there, and 

we never get up to the number that the theory predicts.  It’s always much lower. 

 And so for 20 years physicists were beside themselves.  They had this wonderful 

experiment that could measure the neutrino rate and they made the measurements and it 

didn’t work.  And so you know what they did at first back in 1970?  They blamed the Sun.  

They said, “Oh-oh, something’s wrong with the Sun.  It’s not producing enough neutrinos.  

Must not be enough fusion reactions occurring in the Sun.  We better watch out.  The Sun 

is gonna turn off.”  Right.  It’s been going for 4-1/2 billion years and when they start their 

experiment, the Sun turns off.  Astronomers just looked at ‘em and said, “C’mon, guys.  

There’s something wrong with your experiment, not the Sun.”  So they continued working 

on it. 

 In the 1990s, finally physicists realized what their problem was.  Neutrinos are not 

a simple particle.  They’re measuring them, but they’re not measuring as many as they 
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expected because they were only measuring one kind.  Turns out there are three kinds of 

neutrinos and neutrinos can change from one kind to another.  So when physicists 

realized this they said, “Oh, that may be the problem.  When the neutrinos come out of the 

Sun they might be electron neutrinos from that fusion reaction, but by the time they get to 

the Earth they might be a different kind of neutrino.   Because they can spontaneously 

change from one kind to another and we’re only measuring one kind.” 

 

  

 

 


